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THE BUSINESS VALUES OF AMERICAN NEWSPAPERS:
%

The Nineteenth- Century Watershed
6.1

-

a

The'business history of Aperican newspapers has been rather simply told,

by journalism historians. There are two versions of the story. The first is

the Great Forces version; the second is the Great Man version. The Great

_Forces version is almost pure functionalism, even economic deterMinism -News-
.

mediapapers are portrayed' as products' of the mass media marketplace -- that is,

2
they are nulled into existence by the tug of demand./ As times changed,, new

audiences or new advertisers, produced new newspapers. Newspapers were business

enterprises, and they naturally shared the business 'values of other businesses

of their-time. The Great Man version, on the other hand, is almost pure bio-
.

grffphy. Newspapers are portraySd as the tools,,for good or i11, of ppwerful

press lords. They are forded inteXistence by eccentric geniuses. In this

version of the story,, newspapers embody the business values of their prpprie-

tors, which may or may not reflect the values of the business community, at

large ;

4 4

These two versions of the business history of American newspapers need not

be contradictory. In fact, journalism histories frequent19r tell both stories.,

in Emery and Emery's The Press and America, for example, Joseph Pulitzer is

both the product and the builder-of his era, and the New York World is both th-e
ti

.1result of
f

market forces and of individual genius: Of course, both of these

things Could have been true and propably, were. But though nbt-logically in-

-1-
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consistent, such bietrcated,theorizing can lead to mushy explanation. The

problem is not that the approach is untrue to life but that it is too true. It

;

is.all qncompassing;it,explains everything . ..and thus nothing. The unique-

ness of the newspaper business is lost in this bifurcated approach, because

every possible behavior of every possible kind of business 'could be explained

by one Or the other .version of this business hilpefrsT(5 Taken together,
'

these two versions are polar extremes of the'whole continuum of business his

tory in general and in all-its bewildering complekiZy. To adopt this bifurcated

story is to.say that newspaper business history ii simply business history --

and little more.

This paper argues fop a middle range view ot newspaper busine/ss history that

peeks to discover the uniqueness.of the newspaper business and to explain how

that uniqueness shaped the business values Pf editors and proprietors. It

suggests that newspapers are peculiar sortsof businesses, and that because of
,

their peculiarity they are not shaped by Great Forces in precisely the same

ways as other businesses. In both product and Structure, newspapers are a
;

special form of business enterprise, and as such they reflect a special set of

business values. On the' other hand, if newspapers are'not the determinate prop!

ducts of Great:Forcso, neither'are they the mere playthings of Great Men. As
.

a gi-oup, newspapers havebeen interestingly similar in,their underlying, business

values, regardless of,the men at the, editorial or managerial helms'. Again, both

the nature of product and fhestructure of the business are key. The 6har-
.

acteristics peculiar to the business of newspapering are.more important, more
. .

theoretically interesting than either the Great Forces or.the Great Men of
a .,

conventional journalism_ history.

Specifically, this paper will discuss the bas iness values of Chicago,news7'

papers during the formatiue years of the modern commercial press,the lane nine-,

p teenth century. The paper will explore the reactions of three leading Chicago
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newspapers to three great business-labor crises: the 1877 railroad>strikes,

the 1886 eight-hour-day movement and Haymarket affair, and the 1894 Pullman

i,strike and boycott. The thesis f the paper is that despite ideological and

,

idiosyncratic differences' the newspapers were curiously similar in their basic

values, that this simi city was related to the peculiar nature of Zhe newspaper

business, and that these values were proto-progressiveinCeeveral interesting

wamo. By proto-progressive I mean that newspapers seem to have been early pro-

ponents of progressive-era business values, notably a commitment to° public
1'

interest consumerism, an obsession with commercial order and.social control,

and a growing faith in organizational/bureaucratic modes of conflict resolution.

k
The nineteenth century was the age of laissez-faire in American business --,,

or at least in American buSiness values. Daniel,Webster had set the stage in

1824. "Our,age is wholly of a different character," he wrote, "and its legis-

lation takes another turn. Society is full of excitement; competition comes in

place of monopoly; and intelligence and industry ask only for fair play and an t
2

open field."' Private enterprise was to take the place of,social action amd
/:

community tradition, the fading legacies, of seventeenth:century religion'and

mercantilism. The-American ideology of laissez-faire Was the residue of
P

eighteenth-century liberalism, refined in the economic thought of Adam Smith

and David Ricardo, and-relvenated in the late nineteenth century by the social

Darwinism of Herbert Spencer9nd William Graham Sumner, Ironidally, 1aissez-

faire as an ideology fastened its grip most:tightly on the public mind in the

late nineteenth century, when the rise of corporate capitalism had begun to make

it obsolete as an accurate description of social reality orguide to Public

policy.
3



The foundation of laissez-faire was private property, and the growth Of

laissez-faire in the nineteenth century was essentially an elaboration of tradi-

tional American notions of the rights and prerogatives o roperty. Since

colonial times, AMericans had associated property ownership.with personal in-

dependence or, in the\ermdnology of the times liberty. ' The pro -

. perty was a fupdamental right, a natural right. Classical economic theory

turned this personal right into a social virtue. Private ownership of property

and its management by independent, self-interested proprietors would broduce

-2.r---. --.1the most socially beneficial.use of property through the magic of the market-.

place. The nature of property ownership had changed radically by the late.

nineteenth century, with large amounts of prope'rty in the hands of a few corpor-

ations and large numbers of hands1 with aittle or no property at all. But the

ideology of private property remained vibrant in law and in public sentiment,

4
especially the sentiment of businessmen.

0The role of government in the laissez-faire,system, of course, was to police

the stage, not to play a ma6or role in the drama.4tr so held the ideology. In

' sve ways, this was the case in the latenineteenth century. Businessmen and

business corporations dominated public life. The federalbureaucracy was a

fraction of the size of, say, the railroad industry by the 1890s.' Direct gov-

ernment intervention in economic life,was still.a small -scale affair compared

to what it would later become. But-se government was hardly inactive or,..-

neutral. Often governments -- local, state, national -- directly promoted

Nsiness enterprise. More than.anything else, however,, the role of government

at a) levels .in America in ,.the, nineteenth century,,was merely to affirn1 and

legitimate emerging property relations -- that ds, those property relations gen-
re

erated-by private power and by-the marketplace. Most importantly:this was the
Na

function,of,courts, which ingeniously justified the growth of corporations and

large-scale finance capitalism in terms of individual private property rights.

o
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Conventional, business views on labor and labor organization in the age of

laissez-faire wdre also linked to conceptions of private.pr.operty. On the one

hand, the right to was viewed as a property right and the s lling of one's

labor,as a property triwisaction. This made labor -- a job -- an individual-level

contract arrangement.between the employer and a single employee. Labor unions,

especially if they used any sort orforced compliance, were widely denounced as

infringements upon the individual's fundamental right to control his own labor,

his own property. Furthermore, businessmen freqUentlY argued that'strikes or

other concerted job actions infringed upon their property rights. Strikes were

more than men merely quitting their jobs; they were conspiracies in restraint

of trade. The courts in the late nineteenth century, under the growing domi-

rience4of nissez-faire philosophy of the businaescommunity, gradually elabor-
.

6
ate these property-based theories of organized labor:

oak

On the eve of the great business-labor upheavals of 1877-1894, the Chicago

newspapers generally shared the business values of, the age of laissez-faire --

") but not entirely, and not in altogether similar ways. The city's two dominant

morning dailies, the Times and the Tribune, 'were quite conventional, in their

devotion to individualism, private property, free enterprise,.limitedgovern-

ment, and the efficacy and sanctity bf the marketplace. These 'were self-con-

scious champions of the business culture of the city. The leading afternoon

daily by 18/7 was the upstart'Daily News, founded less than twoyeirs before.as

the city's first "penny paper." From the beginning, the Daily News was much

Less committed to laissez-faire than its venerable contemporaries. In the

maelstrom of the modek city, the Daily News saw' the need for a softening of

tpeediscipline of the marketplace in social relations. As a paper for the lower

classes,the Daily News was the champion of social rights that moved beyond

very rigidly defined rights of private property.
7

Xet despite clear differences

in editorial philosophy, these papers shared *some fundamental business and

t
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social values during theirtwo decades after 1876 -- mewhat at variance

from the conventional values of thew larger business community. e nature of

the newspaper business itself helped to shape their commOn-per ctive.'

When'the great railroad strikes of 1877 began to spread west toward Chicago,

no one had to guess which side the Chicago Times would be on. The Times was

the personal organ of Wilbur F. Storey, a self-made millionaire who believed

steadfastly in the virtues of independence and hard work and'in the absolute

sanctity 'of private property.
8

The Times, however,was more famous for its',

sensationalism than its laissez-faire economic theory. Storey was notorious in

Chicago in the 1860s and 14s'Sor what his long-time assistant Franc,Valkie

called the Times's "glaring indecency . . . which reeked, seethed like a hell's

broth in the Times cauldrons and made stench in the nostrils of decent

people." 9 Despite its sensationalism, however, and despite'Storey's exclusion

from Chicago's polite society, the paper was unfailingly loyal to the business

4culture and toithe ideblogy of laissez-faire. The Times was especially devoted

to the morality and the efficiency of free markets d private enterprise. In

scores of, editorials in the mid-1870s, Storey praised the'olaws of-political

economy" and railed against government "paternalism," am all-purpose Times

label for any effort'by the government to,tinker with the finely tuned mechan-

isms of the marketplace.
10

Storey loved the great national railroads, and he blasted the mthugs and

.4lawless mobs" that began to shut them down inAuly of 1877.11 Even before the

labor troubles turned violent, 4t.he,Times denounced the'whole idea of trade

unionism and strikes as timatic assaults'on the private property of the rail-

rOad companies. "The notion upon which all strikers act," the paper declared,a
-"is that they have a right of employment upon other men's property. . They

assume to establish'conditions, upon which they will permit other men to use and

manage their own property. Nothing could:be more unreasonable."
12

For the

vs

411
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4 TiMes, men would be paid what they were worth, according, to the laws of God and

economics. "No human contrivance can ever alter the principle that underlies

the relation of labor to capital, even as no Statute can modify the motions of

the planets'or control the ocean tides."
13

Once 4-the strikers became unruly and

Property was'damaged, the Times raged, with headlines such as "Riot's Rule,"

"Terror's Reign,",and "A Mob's Madness." In'editorials the paper now called for

the complete suppression of the strikers by any means necessary, including the. ,

I

use of)federal troops. "Stamp out the Mob," the Times thundered. The time for

shooting had-come. 14

Even more than the Times, the C4cago Tribune was self-consciously"the

business-men's newspaper." "It is patronized by all'those,who are in trade and

commerce, banking, insurance, navigation, common-carrying, producing and dis-

tributing wealth" the paper boasted during a circulation, dispute with the

Times in 1876. Besides puffing its own "'respectable" circulation, the .Tribune

scoffed at the Times's apparent efforts-to entice readers fr6m the "shims and

back alleys" of Chicago with its Police Gazette approach to journalism.
15

The
: 4 -

Tribune was the handiwork of Joieph Medill,'a prominent member of the Republican

.political and busirals elite of Chicago. As a political partysleader and former

mayor, Medill harbored less suspiciOn than Storey.and the Times of government

r se.
16

But Medill was.nearly-as faithful as his rival to the ideology

laisset-faire. The Tribune belieYed in private, property and free enterprise.
AL

The Tribune admitted more of a role for government than the Times did, but that

role must still, be strictly limited. The 'end of gevernment, the Tribune argued,

wa,s the Protection of property and the preservation of individualism.
17

iheaTribune's devotion to individualism led the paper to oppose labor union:.

ism in general and the 1877 railroad 'strikes is !Articular. In its first edi-

torial n the strikesithe Tribune, in it-s usual pedantielbTashion-leCtured the

*Strikers on' labor economfcs. Wages were-notilset by the employers but by the_
1

I-

I
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market, and tha employee held no lien on fhe property of the employer. "If

these men think that they can't take the wages offered them," the paper said,

.

"they
.

can:tep out and Vtothers take their places who feel that they can live

113
upon the wages." = Employes would have gladly paid more, but they could not.

I"The decline of wages has been the Outgrowth of hard times and stern necdsity."
i9

i

Like the Times, the Tribune became highly agitated when ,Iiiolence,broke out. The
. 1

netts columns were now filled

\
with sensational accounts 9f "Bloodshed,'! ",Red -

Wa," and' "Civil War." The\Tribune declared that "Mob Viplence Must Cease"
. 4

r

and law and order must pre:I:ail- The whole fouae of loc 1, state, and national

d7zovernment must be brought to bear. And the orders mu t be "shoot`to kill" --

20
for "a bullet in timisaves nine."

The Chicago DailyNaws- was a different sort of pape from its morning con-

temporaries. The Daily News was a newcomer to Chicago, a small, cheap paper,

designed for the middle and lower Classes; and it was already a-,remarkable
d

already -.

success by the summer of 1877.
21'

The Daily .News was founded by Melville E:

Stone, a self -made man not unlike StOrey and Medill. Ins his life and in his

newspaper, 'Stone celebrated the homely virtues of his childhood on the Illinois

frontier -- family, honesty, hard work, conscience, equality.
22

Despite his

basic commitment to the business culture, howeVer, Stone guided his newspaper

down a somewhat different ideological'path. From the beginning, the Daily News

was much more attuned to the idea of interdependence than to the notion of in-

dividualism in the great cities of the late nineteenth century.
23

Unlike the

Times and the Tx4ibune, the Daily News Promoted public works jobs for the unt-

employed, economic' regulation, and other gtvernment intervention and enterprise,

24
including the nationalization of American railroads: In short, the Daily News

'etbraced the rudiments of a social understanding of property that was at odds
2

with conventional doctrines of laissez-faire.

. In the 1877 railroad strikes, the Daily NeWs sympathized with the striking

Ihr !'Vi

4%,
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workers and, for awhile at least, championed their causgin Chicago.' Far from
.

.

9

preaching at the workers about the immutable lawof wages; the Daily News
A
de -,.

hounced the railroads fortheir,"tnfamous treatment" of- their emplOpes and ex-

cused the men 'for replying to this treatment with the only Weapon'they had!

..strike. The Daily News blamed theasilr6U1s for the strike andhopedsthat

-these corporations Would be taught by this crisis to pay their workers adequately.
. .

E ilt the 'question could not ultimately be settled, the paper declared, "until
A

k 2the rights of workMen are properly acknowl6dged." As violence spread to
,

t .
.

.

Chicago, the'Daily News lost some_of its sympathy Like the other Chicago news-
, ... . .. s,..,

papers it carried scare hegdlines ( "Pandemonium, ". "The Grave Outlook") and cop-,

demned rioting in. strong language. After the'strike had ended, the Daily News
- .

'denounced the Times and the Tribune for i,hei5b1pOdthirsty calls to arms, bile

during the heat of-confrontation the Daily News, like its more reckless cOmpetl

tors; 'alsO had called for the. swift suppression Of the mob, through the use of

deadly
26

force if necessary._

Insome ways, then, these .three papers were quite different in their ideolo-.

Fiesand 'sympathies during the 1877 strikes. The Timesiand the Tribune were

fairly similar in their anti-union stance and their commitment to laissez-faire;
.

the Daily News was pro-strike .and had begun in general to' move, though hesi-

tantly, more, toward a :philosophy of activist government and social welfare.
27

.

In suite of"these differences, however, the editorial ruminations. in these three

..newsnapers during the 1877 strikes suggest some basic shared values, and-these

,,

0

shared values in turn suggest some interesting insights into the natur.of the

newspaper busirie.ss.

The -lost obvious shared value was the obsession of all three newspapers with

the nubile's role in the strikes.' Public. opinion, public interest,.publle re-

action -- all these were key terms of the controversy. Notwithstanding their

devotion to private property, none of tie three editors doubted for a minute
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that the issue was heavily in the,public interest. The newspapers in-

sisted, as the:Deily News nut _it, that "the whole' question- of rai

.

lrpads is g
- . .

greatioublic,one. The Daily News-remthded its readers that' the Supreme Court
,

Thad. declared railroads "Oati-public prolpeiy." The Tribune spoke Of railroads

at "public corporations within the control of legislation.". Even the Times,

' the most doctrinaiee laissez-laire enthusiast of the three; declared that

"railroad-managers must be Made.to Understand distinctly that* they as well as
.

-
other'men owe duties to the public -- duties whi the public cannot safely

,

permit them to evade."28

All'hree papers defined the public interest in the'1877'strikes as a kind'

of Consumers' right. They professed to speak for a dbmmuntty of consumersr-of

railroad services, whose interests superceded those. of the' principal partici-

pants in the conflict. All three newspapers suggested that the strikers had
-

early captured the sympathy of the public, but theyllost this sympathy as they

Precipitated what the Times called a "strike Agginstsociety itself.w To a

large extenthe Times and the Tribune worried about lost business in:indus-
.

tries affected by the stoppage of rail transport.
29

But al; three pagers por-

trayed

i
.

..

their concern as embracing the whole community, the final :consumers of

food stuffi and merehandiie: The Tribune descilbed how food was already scarce

by the end Of'July and high priced -- and public syipathy fop the strike was

rapidly: in decline.
30

, Though they often differed on what .public opinion-was
..

and what it ought td be, all three papers took the idea.of Public .opinion and

public interest quite seriously.

A second basic value shared by the. Times,' the Tribune, and the Daily News

-in 1877 was an absolutely rigid commitment to .commercial-peace, order, and social '

controy Onpe the strike became disorderly, all three papers set aside all-argu-

-merits about the issues et stake and prodlaimed that peace must' be paramount and
.c

must be ,imposed at all costs. 8ach,ofqhe papers at one point or another decla'red

e

1 )

a
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that there were'two,sides to the qUestion of wa6s. But the questiowas irrele-
,

vant in't.tie face. of violence. "The'first and, most. important duty is td quell
. .

. .
. mob'rule," the Tribune said, ',to stop violence, pillage, and incendiarism at ',,

..

.

.

1

all hazards, and to restore law and order." The other papers agreed completely.
31

All.supported the use of federal:troops to suppress the mobs; all urged violence
-*-..-,-.

-,,e, x

against 'violence in the name of.peace. Th'eTimes put it most bluntly: "The

killing of some of the insurgents is not a matter which concerns society at all.
,... ,.

Ift;hey'stand in the way of society's peaceful older, the sooner they are killed

4 the better." Even the Daily News, the strikers' best newspaper friend in Chicago,

praised the heavy-handed force of the,police and Militia. 3 24I'All agreed on lbw

and order at all costs.

A corollary to the papers' commitment to social order was their belief that

most segments of society -- including'the strikers in fact -- were orderly.

All the,papers believed in a broad community of interest between labor and

capital, with stress on, the idea of community. There may haye been some friction

in the industrial world. but the papers believers there was more basis for peace-
.

ful consensus than oonflict. 33
For this reasonrthe papers portrayed the rioters

outsiders . -- not railroad workers at all. The papers blamed-the violence on

.roughs and rowdies, tramps:nd'yagagNsCommunist loafers and.vagrantsand

even, blackguard boys and gutter-snipes.' The Daily News was appalled by the .

"thugs, thieves, and hoodlums that the slums are now vomiting into our street's."
34

a
.These were outsiders, aliens, =viol tors of the natural peaceful equilibrium of

the consensus community:

This
f

faithsin social order and insistence upon social control was related

to a third basic., value that emerged in the newspapers' editorial reaction td the

strikes: a pragmatic commitment to an organizationll/bureaucratic approach

to conflict resolution that flirted with economic regulation. The Times, the

Tribune, and the Daily News all recognized that the railroad workers had legiti-
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mate grievances aganst some of the railroad companies. All three papers es-
.

pecially.despised Jay Gould, a railroad tycoon whom they all denounced for

grossly inept, even wicked management practices. All judged the railroads as

guilty of bringing on the strike as the'railroad workers. They tended to

view the strike as an unfortunate and unnecessary result of bad management --

by both corporations and linion leadership. They hoped that the turmoil of the

. strike would have the good res4t of improving the bureaucratic organization of- ,
. -

the industry, to the advantage of botlincapital and labor -- and the publIc.35

_ -Though the Times' was hazy on how it expected the good to result, both the

Daily News and the Tribune saw the need for some government intervention. In

urging the strikers ,p give up theeffort, the Daily News assured them that
.c.

their "demonstration has taught the country a lesson it cannot forget. Relief

may not come at ACe, but it will come. The most important study of American

statesmen for the next five years will be the proper adjustment of the relations

between capital and labor." The.Tribune urged again and again that the proper

adjustment should be a national system of arbitration. Both papers believed in
8

negotiation a d discussion; they believed in the power of facts and information

in the rati nal
.
settlement of conflict. The Tribune also.advocated pensions

and disability programs funded jointly by employees and empI0ers. Such bur-

eaucratic arrangements would stabilize the industry would be good for
.

capital, labor, and the public at large.
36

These papers did nd advocate legal

regulation of wages or direct government interference-in the wage process.

Rather they sought recognition in the community for the 4ghts of labor to fair

canpensation,and participation in industry. They believed in the natural

community of capital and labor arxi they sought to strengthen that community

through organizatio al means -- assisted,' modestly, by government.

The Chicago Times, Chicago Tribune, and Chicago Daily News were all still in

'business and still circulation leaders in their city in 1886, another critical



r
year in labor and business history erica. The so-called "labor problem"

had continued to perplex the nation duri g the decade after 1877,.and mid-1880s

-
became, in the wora of one classic labor history, "the Great Upheaval."

37 it
6

series of strikes and boycotts and large -scale union organizing efforts in the

1884-86 period came together in'the movement for an eight-hour work day, a

movement which in turn culminated in nationwide work stoppages on Marl, 1886.
1

In Chicago, the eielt-hoUr movement became mixed up 'with other issues, including

socialist and anarchist political agitation. For Chicagoans and for much of the

-rest of the country,-the eight-hour movement was lost in the smoke of the Hay-
,

market bomb, which exploded, with far-reaching repercussions, the night of May

4, 1886.
38 .

The Times, the Tribune, and the Daily News interpreted the eight-hour move-

ment and the Haymarket affair much the same as they had the 1877 railroad strikes.

As in 1877, the Times was the most thoroughly laissez-faire in orientation and

the most stridently anti-labor in disposition. Though Wilbur Storey had died
.-

in 1884: and the paper had begun to decline in popularity, it still maintained

Storey's allegiance to individualism and to the rights of private property.

During the eight-hour-day strikes the paper denounced the eight-hour idea and

damned all labor organizations, especially the Knights of Labor, led by the

"despotic" Terrence Powderly.
39

The Tribune was as a i-strike as the Times,
z

but it was not stridently anti-union. The Tribune on several occasions during

the heat of crisis in April and May, 1886, praised the wisdom and moderation of
a

Pawderly. Though generally opposed on economic principle to the eight-hour

idea, th Tribune was not hostile to it in practice if it could be worked out

through conciliatory means. The paper certainly admitted the right of the

Knights to work toward that goal.
4°

Once again, as in 1877, the'Dally News

was most sympathetic to labor's cauge, Though*it too opposed coercive strikes

and,secothary boycotts, the Daily News gave favorable coverage to the eight-hour

11

4

/'
()Au's
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movement, including the eight-houf strikes.
41

In spite of fundamental ideological and emotional disagreements over the

"labor question," the three newspapers again, as in 1877, shared some basic
0

values in their handling Of the crisis of 1888". Once again, they all agreed

that the labor-business confrontation was a great public question of vital

interest to the community at large. The Daily News declared that public

on would finally settle the question, once all the opposing facts and in-

formation were known and scussed. "Out of all these varying views will come,,
0

in time, the fair, unpre4udiced, controlliug.sentiment of general opinion which

.14111 set its seal of approval on these perplexing questions. To that decision

all interests must in the end yield."
42

All three paperlprofessed concern

about t impact of the eight-hour idea on the general business outlook and on

the Community of consumers. The Tribune; for example, argued that the ramifi-

cations of the eight-hour day wou'id extend far beyond immediate employer-,

Q.

employee relations: If adopted in a single city, it Cdulci uncle the ability .

6 -

of the whole city to compete with other cities. If adopted generally, it could.

,

increase the cost of
.

living nor consumers everY.where. 43 All interests in
e

.

the dispute had griat,public duties that they must not ignore.

, .

The newspapers' commitment to social peace and social orderwas perhaps even
Nic

more ardent in 1886 than it had been in 1877.; After a mob smashed windows at

the 1:(cCormick Reaper Works and especially after the-bomb exploded` near the Hay->
4

mapt, all the newspapers called for retribution, swift and sire. The Hay-

.,
market bobb provoked the paVrs to furious cries for law and,order.. "The

community is menaced by a peril the magnitude of which it were folly to under-

esti4te," the Times exclaimed., The Tribune declared that the whole community
;,

$ -h
ip.

must''now rise up to stamp out the anarchist menace. Even 'the Daily News, which

was sympathetic tp the working class, denounced this apparent taapault on public

order. "Action -- prompt,'vigorous, calm, and devoid of the element of lien-
'

I f



geance.-:. ItImk. be instituted... It is not a struggle between wage-workeys and

caliitalists, but between law-abiding citizens and irreverent desecrators of

the most,sacred rights of citizenhood. Thatan assertio4 of'the power and dig-

nity of the law will be made no one has rclason to doubt."44

Again, as in 1877, the attack on the public peace was seen as coming from

outside the legitimate community. For days %fter Haymarket, the newspapers,

produced streams of viciously anti-foreign editorials. All agreed that,, it was

the Poles, the Bohemians, the Russians, and other un-Americanized eastern

Europeans who caused the trouble, who cause all the'trauble in larglmerican

cities. All agreed with the Tribune that "Chicago has become the rendezvous

for the worst elements of the367Talistic, atheistic, alcoholic European

classes."
45

In the newspapers' view of public order and community, disorder

was artificial, imported frog'sick, dying civilizations. The natural social

relatfOn'between capital and labor in America were complementary and cordial.

As in 1877, the papers reasserted,their belief in a class-less society, in

'which capital and labor recognized.their community of interest. The dissidents

once again re illegitimate, alieh outsiders.
46

OIL

All three papers approved of increased*tocial force against industrial vio-

lence, including the use of police, militia, and court injunctions. The Times

did not go much beytnd this as a Means to conflict resolution. It simply urged

that the laws be enfarcedvigidly and impartially, and the natural peace and
1 t. ^k ,;X

order of economic life wouicPt,-,e" xestored.
47

The Tribune and the Daily News,

on the other hand, as in 1877 elaborated, sometimes vaguely and indirectly, an

organizatianal.approach to economic conflict resolution. Both newspapers urged

that the eight-hour-day issue be worked out in the "spirit of mutual concession."

They viewed the idea as experimental, and both argued for careful deliberation:

But both also seemed) agree that the experiment could succeed if conducted, on .

the basis of facts, of hard inforriation, discussion, debate, negotiation, and
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coMpsromise.48 Both supported labor unionism, if the unions chewed strikes

nd violence in favor of arbitration. The idea of arbitration still,seemea

an especially attractive method for settling industrial disputes.
49

If indeed

there were no fundamental conflict between capital and labor, as these news-

papers believed, arbitration would benefit everyone and hurt no one -- including
1

the general public.

Lqss than a decade after the Haymarket affair, Chicago found itself, the

storm center of another major nationwide railroad strike -- the so-called

Pullman strike. The Pulrman strike, in its full-blown form in early July,

1894, was actually a secondary boycott against railroads that used sleeping

cars manufactured by the Pullman Palace Car Ldompany of suburban Chicago. The

boycott was mounted insupport of striking Pullman workers by the year-old

American Railway Union (ARU) under the leadership of Eugene V. Debs. Once in

effect, the boftott against Pullman cars .cluidkly developed into a general,

railroad strike, tying up traffic' nationwide and leading to the usual clashes

between nobs and police, striking and non-striking workers, and to the destruc-

t; tion of railroad property. Throughout the turmoil, George M. Pullman absolutely

refused to deal with the ARU or to negotiate with Pallman,employeeS(. The strike

was broken by- federal court injunctions and the intervention of federal troops.
50

Most of the newspapers of Chicago opposed-- the general boycott, though they

Were not particularly. sympathetic to the imperious and very stubborn George M.

Pullman:
51

The Tribune and the Daily News interpreted this new crisis on the

basis ofAzailiar values -- values they had developed over two decades of major

industrial strife. The Times, on the other hand, was an altogether different

newspaper from what it had been during the earlier frays. With its flamboyant

proprietor dead, the Times had fallen on hard times in the late 1880s. The
-/-7T

popular Detocratic politician Carter Harrison I rescued it in 1891 and turned

it into a factional political organ to boost his campaign for mayor in 1893.

c
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Under the editorial direction of his son, Carter Harrison II, whb later'served

as myor himself; the Times became an insurgent Democratic organ -- the only

paper in Chicago in the early 1890s to whole-heartedly support the Pullman
52

strikers.'

As in the earlier crises, the Tribune, the Daily News,, and the Times in

1894 held different views, of the "labor.questiodO, and sharply different sym-

pathies. With the Times now practically converted to populism, the Tribune

of the three remained the most attuned to the philosophy of laissez- faire..

The Tribune still warmly opposed strikes of any sort, and it reacted to the

secondary boycott tactic of the ARU with Vigor and outrage. #ter July 1,

almost every news story and editorial referred to Debs as "Dictator Debs."

For the Tribune, Debs became a villain second only to Governor John Peter-

Altgeid, who had the Year before pardoned the three surviving Haymarket anar7

.chists.
53

The Daily News was not hostile to the Pullman strike itself, though

to,

it too criticized the.secondary railroad boycott. Tkie paper declared that public

sympathy lay withthe strikers, and it urged the unions to call off the un-

popular boycott if they hoped to win the strike at the Pullman works. 54 The

Times, now shorn of all traces of Storey-style conservatism, thoroughly supported

both the original Pullman strike and the secondary boycott. Throughout the

struggle, the Times was the chief newspaper nemesis of Pullman and the railroad

corporations and the chief enthusiast of the striking unions and the leadership

of Eugene V. Debs.
55

Despite these philosophical differences, all three' newspapers displayed once

again basic Shared values. As in 1877 and 1886, the papers in '1894 agreed that

the Pullman strike/boycOtt.,was a great public issue. in which the general public

had a fundamential interest. This was a central editorial theme of all three.

Every citizen of the United States was vitally concerned with the strike, the
.

Tribune insistedybecause the railroads were great public highways. "The
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interests of the country are paramount to those involved in any merely personal

dispute between the transportation_companies and their employees."
56

Both the

Daily-News and the Times agreed with the Tribune on the deeply public-nature

of the strike, and they, like the Tribune, defined the public's interest as a

consumers' right. The Tribune denounCed the boycott because it unfairly de-

prived the public of vital services, stopping the movement of vital consumer

products. Though sympathetic to the original Pullman s.txiktrfs, the Daily News
,

.

opposed the boycott on the same grounds as the Tribune did, taut for a different

reason, arguing that it would cost the strikers the crucial support of, public

opinion. The Times also affirmed the overriding public interest in the con-

flict and acknOtledged the inconvenience caused by the boycott, but argued that

the public must, be persuaded that the railroads, not the strikers, were to

blame.
57

The firm commitment to commercial order, social peace, and social control

also ran through the newspapers in 1894. )
Not surprisingly, the TribunejimmeL

diately demanded the suppression of the strikers the moment xiolence'broke

In the Tribune's view, all strikes were violent by nature, and this one was no

exception. he paper applauded the federal courts for issuing injunctions

against the strikers, denounced GovernbrAltelli for waffiintand congratu-

lated Pre ident Cleveland for sending ifi federal troops. All laws must be
%

rigidly enforced, the paper proclaimed, 41 mobs suppressed by force. 58
The

Daily News also cried "Disperse the Crowds" and supported the federal govern-

ment's ahoy of force. "The'workingman's best ally is the law," the pa'per said.

"Good.sense, that teachA him to seehis surest path to a better state' is along
e

peaceful lines, will prAT his safest guide. And the law, if not adequate to

all that may he desired of it, can be Made better in a lawful way." 59 Even the

Times, which desperately desired that the strike and boycorsucceed, supported
,

almost all official efforts to enforce peade amd order. In an editorial titled

,



"-Suppress All Riots," the Times urged that 111 disc ers be ended prOmptiy;

with "powder and ball and cold steel if necessary." "Law and order shall be

maintained even though that most dreadful of all responsibilities -- the taking ;

of human life -- be assumed 14 the forct of society." Though the Times opposed

,excessive police violence and argued thatfederal troops were unnecessary, the

paper consistently supported 'law and, order and. even agreed that tie court in-

junctions were fair and reasonable in light of the-disorderly circumstances. .

60

0

As in the earlier eras, the papers again attributed the violence and dis-

order to.autsiders....-The Tribune made Debs the'scapegoat. It was Debs and the

anarchistic leaders of the ARU that were bringing the Sober, hard -working 'wage-

earners of Chicago to ruin. The Daily News blamed "an excited minority" for

the rioting -- mainly the usual array of un -Americanized immigrants. In an

atmosphere somewhat subdued frdm the tiaymarket days, the Daily News' suggested

education rather than hanging as the proper remedy. The Nues declared

proudly "that no member of- the American Railway union took part in this lawless

foray." The outbreaks instead'were the work Of "sinister influences."
16

again,gain,

the natural state',of industrial .relations was ~peace; violent conflict was

foreign intruder into the community.

In 1894, all, three paper had _fully committed themselves to organizational

schemes for the resolutiOn of,busineti -labor conflict. Despite t)leirvepposing do.

sympathies in the strike all three urged negotiation and mutual compromise.

George Pullman, an ever-faithful son of 10.issez-faire who refused to negotiate

or compromise, was condemned by,all three papers, because he insisted on his

own selfish private rights in a great publicCcntroversy. Pullman became a

symbol of a dying age of,private, laissez-faire labor relations. The Times

branded Pullman an archaic "slave drivpr," who now had become a "conspirator

aglinst the peace and good order of the United States." The Tribune railed

against his "absurd stubbornness" and derid-e0 him for ignoring the rights and
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opi ions

labor,move ered to negotiate in a, "spirit of fairness." The P

Daily Newsp ndanc
4

ltnan # relic of a-by-gone era, who "will not bend an

inch from his attlfuge'

62 ''ar'
calamity."

4
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ie. The Daily News attacked him for snubbing a

-:,st$1.113,born self - sufficiency, to avert a great public

"Arbitration" wailMe watchword for all' thue papers, though they disagreed

4

on who they thought would gain from arbitration in this particular conflict.

"This struggle is onelfOr-the principle of arbitration," the Times declared,

and the Dally News and the Tribune agreed. WhenPuIlman refused to ar1dtrate
4

he lost the sympathy of tlie newspapers, and probably the public as well, The

strikirs' desire to arbitrate.proved to thee Daily News that "they are f6:11a.4

and"rorder and against anarchy and violence." The Tribune had' favored arbitration

63
for decades and pressed fprsthe 'system again in the Pullman strike. Despite

their vastly diferenC

a'basic und,erstanding

istic company pAsians

sympathies, even the Tribune and the Times in 1894shared

of industrial government. The Tribune advocated paternal-,

#nd disability programs that would give employees more
4

. --;

of a stake in thegood fortunes of their companies. The Times urged that com-

panies,be forced to give lgtor "a broader field for the exertion ofdits power."644

Yet, different as these proposals are, both papers expected the results to be

largely:the same, for both papers believed in the common interests of labor

and capital. And both'expect/edthe results to come through neggtiatiOn and

compromise, through organization and bureaucracy. M
Thus, it happened that in late -nineteenth4entury Chicago, newgpapel, with

\

sharply opposing views on business -labor,:issues tended to exhibit similar funda -

mental business values -- a commitment to public interest consumerism, an

.obsession with commercialCorder and'social-control, and a growing faith in

organizational /bur, auCratic mcdee'df conflict resolution. Neither the general
*

buSiness culture's philosophy.of laissez-faire at the macro-level (Great Forces)
)
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nor the idiosyncraoies of individVal publishers and edi rs at the micro-level
0

-(Great Men) explains this tendency very well. The 'peculiap nature of the

newspaper business explains it better.

III

The newspapers' commitment to ,public interest consumerism in business '

matters seems to be an obivious reflection of the)papers's own throughly pub-

lic nature. Though editors such as Wilbur Storey and Joseph Medill were cle-
,1

vbted to the system of private property, private ehteprkse, and privatism in

general, their product alai the ftTction of their product were inherently public.

The whole business of a newspaper is "publication" -- /caking inforitation, making

issues, public. As urban newspapers began to expan4,their definition of news

and to expand their circulations to broader audiences in the mid- nineteenth
.

century, the realm oflpublic life expanded for them as weli.
65 0

Through the'

act of publication itself, newspapers asserted that a particular issue Was no

longer a private matter.- The/1,e is, 1fact, no-private life for a newspaper.

And this structural imperative of news came to dominate editorial values asa

well, and carried With it.a subtle assault on the very private world Of laissez-

faire.

The 'modern commercial newspaper, as it evolved in the nineteenth century,

was a consumer product designed for broad circulation-across-class, occupational,

S
and neighborhood boundaries. Even a self-proclaimed businessman's paper such

as the Chicago Tribune served an fnotmrsly diverse audience with diverse and

often conflicting private interests. To sell the product, newspapers sought to .

understand and to broaden-shared publiC interests. Frequently, the citizens

of the new giant metropolises of-America shared more-as consumers of the outputs

of both private business and public government than they did as producers or
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wage:-workers.
66

Thus, the consumer orient: on was a natural one'for newspapers,

giveh the nature of their-business and of their product.

As self-proclaimed custodians of the whole public's interest, newSpapers

not surprisingly abhorred conflict in the community. At one level; n&spapers

lo

did Aopse sides in social conflict- and on occasirn secretly blessed the cir-

culation- boosting side- effect of strikes, riots, and other upheavals. At a

deeper level, however, conflict subvirted'the new pers' social world, and

they opposed" it. One reason that the news0apers so stridently' favored law and ,

..

order was because they themselves were relatively-sma12, local businesses,
t4

members in good.standing-of the local business community:, and vulnerable to

business slumps. Their revenues depended upon local business conditions,

particularly the economic health of lOcal retail merchants; their advertisers.
0

As fundamentally local businesses., new spapers.had a pragmatic interest in local

.order. They may have favored One side or the other in a controversy, tAit-,if

the issues dnd interests were either abstract or non-local andothe disorder was

quite con cretg and very local, newspapers tended "t6 bow before the imperatives

of business.

Advertising considerations, ehowver, were not the only; or even the primary,
4tor,

'contributor to the newspapers' commitment to social orde and social control.

In their efforts to do bus1hIss with the whole Public, or largesegments of it,

the newspapers were necessarily thrust ,into a mediator role. They were gradu-,

ally becoming masg mediators,, mass media. Because they sold their product

broadly, they sought broad consensus. In fact, they believed-that consensus'

was the natural order of affairs in a rationalpmmunity. Though they. often

promo-fed political interest groups and factions, commercial newspapers almost
-11;St

always looked to the broader public. As communication media,tthey believed in

the effacacy of commvication; and they had tremendous fpith in the power and

righteausriess of "publiC opinion.", But to be "informed," public opinion must

,n
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be calm,"-ratiOnal, and deliberate -- and this kind of rational public deliberatiOn

was impossible in a state of social turmoil. Violent conflict walo alien to the

newspaperV visi n of communication, consensus, and community. If conflict 'was

alien, Allis-not surprising that aliens were blamed for conflict. They.stood
8

outside the rational.world of discourse, especially so if they could not even

read English, the sine qua non of community membership for English-language

. metropolitan newspapers.

Devoted to what they conceived 'to be the general public interest, committed
.

y

atall costs to
.

public peace and order, newspapers not unexpectedly held the

resolution of conflict, by whatever means necessary; a funiaental goal.,,

laissez-faire individualism on the one hand and organized labor strikes on the'

other hand were ideologies of conflict, and they ultimately fell before-this -

goal -- despite he nominal editorial sympathies of the newspapers. When order

ig valued abOve all else, it is always possible'to ieeroom for_compromise.and

pegotiation, and newspapers in,the late nineteenth century usually did. They
.;

. .. .

,,
viewed the

t

unwavering, public-defying pursuit of prindiple, whether by a Pullman

or a Debs, as reckless,isocially irresponsible, and wrong. Newspapers in a sense

urged the participants in controversy to followswhat really was a newspaper,

model of conflict resolution: organize'a fortal communication systein for the

exchange of information, and comOromise and consensus will follow:

Notwithstanding their widely varying 'editorial sympathies, Chicago news-

pacers by the 1890s were greatp/:oponents of arbitration in business-labor rela--

tions. Perhaps more than anything else, this faith i4 arbitration reflects the

nature of the newsSaper enterprise. To champion arbitration assomething morZ

t
tha a stop-gap last resort, one has to believe thatbusiness-labor problems are

not just pure.pow&r struggles, but are questions that tan be resolved fairly

th ugh the gathering, analysis, and application of information. This faith in
4:

facts and information is the bedrock of journalism.* It may be a fafse faith; it

'I
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probably is. But it can no more'be divorced from journalism than faith in bomb
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and bullet can be taken from the military.

Newspapers, in fast, dreth

thevitonceived themselves.

(--..

a merely the continuation

1 , ..
..

'''.46r newspaperi such as 'the Chicago Daily News, 1 government could be
N * '

4
tlp.ibted to participate 'Tuve fully in the creation of social. order amirsoci;il

,f,t',"- .,

welfare. For other papers, such as the Chicago Tribune, the lingering tug of

the newspaper's raison d'etre..

emselves arbit.r4ApFs ln social relations.-- or 'so
,

4
For these Chicago pOtrs,then, industrial arbitratian,,

k

of newspaper- work by other means.

laissez -faire greatly slowed tHe movement toward endorsement of active govern!

ment involvement in economic' and Acial relations. But by'the.1890s, the con-
. .

vei*nce%of the editorial policies of these twb newspapers was already apparent,

in business-labor relations and in other areas as well. By 1900, the Tribune

had jbined the Dam News in the promotion of government regulation of the publiC

consequences of urban bus.Kess, including the munic4ai ownership of rublic a

67
utilities. This convergence of policy was highly pragmatic, forced by the

circumstances of modern urban life in the 1890s. ipt its roots lay deeper in

the past. The underlying values that the newspapers shared by 1900 had groWn

up with the maiern newspaper business itself in the latter de6ades of the nine-
,

teenth century.

*

r

. The, implications of- this version of newspaper business history extend be-
..

yond journalism history, for the values that these Chicago newspapers shared in.

the nineteenth century became the values of progressive-era reform and remain
,

the values of contemporary newspaper journalism.. Though the so-called pro-
,

gressive era of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was a time

much too variegated to cftharacteriu bila handful of social values, it is surely

c

,

O

sr



of overly reckless to suggest .hat the values of public interest consumerism,

were central to the tenor of those times. Certainly, this was the ease in

commercial order and social control, and organizational conflict resolution

/

725-

business-labor relations, where the essence of progressivism was the gradual .

working out of organizational and bureaucratic structures and, relationships for

the peaceful resolution (or suppressionY of conflict between organized labgr

and organized capital. But these values also ran through other aspect's of

progressivism, as laissez-faire was gradually unraveled in America and replaced

by the organizational/bureaucratic society and state.
68

The modern newspaper is-in avne ways the residue of progressivism. The

,'progressives had grand plans for the newspaper. They believed in facts and in-

fonnation. They believed that the problems of modern life were largely infor-

Mation problems, problems that Could be solved through the scientific. selection

and application of facts. John Dewey, whOse latter work is the apotheosis of
AdOk

progressive thmight, saw newspapers and Ofher agencies of mass commUhication as

central to the salvation of modern society, as the glue that would hold the

"Great Community" together.
69

Newspapers, especially small-city newspapers,

still see themselves in this role. While other institutions promote special

6

causes, the newspaper still speaks grandly Tor the public interest. While other

groups engage in strategic misrepresentation, the newspaper still embraces the

"facts." While factions, interest groups, sects, and PAC's snivel and struggle,

newspaper still seeks-industrial harmony, social peace, apd community

consensus. While others agitate, the newspaper still arbitrates -- and feels

good about it.

OfLeourse, the progressive era was famous for its optimism. Today the Great

Community seems a lost and indeed a vaguely sinister dream. Today newspapers
. .

.

seem to be a biaseld, self-centered, self-important interest group like any

other. All that may be true -- except the phrase "like any other."' Newspapers.

4* .
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are not like any other. They have their own special ways of thinking and doing"
AP>

business, their own peculiar values. These varies are neither wholly deter-

mined by 'the general business cultufe,'nor are they a random accumulation of

the personal values of editors and publishers. They grow, I have argued, out

of the specialinature-of the newspaper business itself.

# # #

.

c)
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